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cd 1 – 53.25

first music

second music 

overture

act i

act ii king arthur

1 aire¹       1.04
2 minuett¹       1.05
3 hornpipe¹       1.10
4 scotch tune¹       0.58
5 overture       1.48
6 aire       1.36

7 verse [ar jw rw] & chorus       2.34
 Woden, first to thee / We have sacrific’d

8 verse [jw jb] & chorus       1.17
 The white horse neigh’d aloud / To Woden thanks we render

9 verse [ml] & chorus       2.42
 The lot is cast / Brave souls

10 song [jb] & chorus       2.02
 I call you all to Woden’s hall

11 prelude, song [jw] & chorus       3.19
 Come if you dare, our trumpets sound

12 prelude – Aire       0.41

13 song Philidel [cs] & chorus       2.12
 Hither this way

14 song Grimbald [rw]       1.17
 Let not a moonborn elf mislead ye 

15 chorus       0.37
 Hither this way

16 verse [cs ad ar rp ml jb] & chorus       2.12
 Come, follow me

17 prelude, song Shepherd [jw] & chorus       5.24
 How blest are shepherds

18 prelude & song Two Shepherdesses [ml ad]       1.57
 Shepherd, shepherd, leave decoying

19 chorus & dance        1.27
 Come, shepherds, lead up a lively measure

20 second act tune – Rondeau²        0.53
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21 prelude & verse Cupid [rp]       1.20
 What ho, thou Genius of this isle!

22 prelude & song Cold Genius [ar]       2.19
 What power art thou

23 song Cupid       0.50
 Thou doting fool, forbear

24 song Cold Genius       0.59
 Great Love, I know thee now

25 verse Cupid       0.55
 No part of my dominion shall be waste

26 chorus & dance       2.32
 See, see, we assemble

27 prelude, song Cupid & chorus        2.48
 ’Tis I that have warm’d ye / ’Tis Love that has warm’d us

28 song Cupid & Cold Genius       2.29
 Sound a parley

29 chorus       1.47
 ’Tis Love that has warm’d us

30 third act tune – Aire       1.12

act iii 1 soft music – Aire³       2.55 

2 song Two Sirens [cs ad]       3.12
 Two daughters of this aged stream are we

3 passacaglia: verse [jb cs rw] & chorus       5.06
 How happy the lover / For love ev’ry creature

4 song by mr. howe He & She [cs rw]       5.09
 You say, ’tis Love creates the pain

5 fourth act tune – Hornpipe       0.53

act iv cd 2 – 44.13 
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6 prelude – Rondeau⁴       0.41 

7 prelude & song Aeolus [rw]       3.04
 Ye blust’ring brethren / Serene and calm

8 soft tune       2.04

9 prelude, song Nereid [ml] & chorus       2.22
 Round thy coasts

10 song Three Shepherds [jb jw ar]       2.57
 For folded flocks

11 song Comus & Peasants [rw ar] & dance       2.38
 Your hay it is mow’d

12 prelude & song Venus [cs]       3.36
 Fairest Isle

13 tune for trumpets⁵        0.42

14 new song Fame [jb] & chorus for britannia & st george⁵       5.37
 Sound Heroes, your brazen trumpets sound! / Let all rehearse

15 grand dance – Chaconne       3.17

 ¹ Amphitryon 1690           ² Distress’d Innocency 1690       ³ Bonduca 1695
 ⁴ The Old Bachelor 1691   ⁵ after Dioclesian 1690

act v
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For the first decade of his reign (1660-1685) Charles ii lived in London most of 
the time, holding court at Whitehall and mingling fairly informally with his 
subjects while walking in St James’s Park and visiting the theatre. His ‘merry 
monarch’ reputation was carefully cultivated: unlike his father, this king seemed 
to be very much in touch with the public. 
 In the 1670s, however, Charles grew increasingly uncomfortable in the capital 
and ever more fond of his royal palaces in other places. Well-resourced political 
opponents congregated in London, their economic and administrative power 
base. Political opposition to royal policy was voiced through Parliament, and 
that usually met in Westminster. London seemed, if not hostile, at least sceptical 
towards the Crown. If Charles wanted uncritical admiration, he would have to 
look for it elsewhere. Court ‘removes’ to Hampton Court and Newmarket, and 
especially Windsor, stretched from days to months. Charles invested massively 
in a Windsor Castle refurbishment programme – the ‘Great Works’ – to 
improve standards of accommodation and to modernise the castle’s appearance. 
The Windsor project coincided with Louis xiv’s Versailles redevelopment and it 
displayed comparable ambition: Charles ran ahead of Louis in some respects. 
 Windsor Castle’s new royal apartments had been built and fitted out by 1676. 
For the next eight years, right through to the end of Charles’ reign, the 
Neapolitan artist Antonio Verrio and his team of assistants moved from room to 
room painting all 17 state apartments and all the main staircases, filling them 
with blatantly propagandistic allegorical images, meticulously planned in 

advance. Verrio reported to a design committee on which Charles’ Poet Laureate 
and Historiographer Royal John Dryden very likely sat. The Knights and 
Regalia of the Order of the Garter featured prominently in the decorations in St 
George’s Hall, as did Charles’ birth-star Venus, supposedly seen in the sky at 
noon on Charles’ birthday (29 May 1630) and apparently explaining his 
amorous proclivities. On the ceiling in Charles’ Windsor throne room Venus 
appeared in starry form – a celestial sign of greatness – and, more alluringly, as 
the goddess of love in a sea-car drawn by sea nymphs and tritons. His queen, 
Catherine, appeared on two of the ceilings dressed as Britannia, guardian spirit 
of the British nation. St George, Britannia, Venus, the Order of the Garter and 
Charles proudly enthroned (‘Our Soveraign High, in Aweful State’) were later 
to feature in the final masque of King Arthur. The opera animated Verrio’s 
ceilings, bringing them to life in the theatre; royal propaganda in paint morphed 
into royal propaganda on stage.
 Just as the Windsor Great Works neared completion, another equally 
extravagant royal construction project was launched in Winchester, a city to 
which Charles had taken a belated fancy. The new Winchester Palace (a Wren 
design, like the Greenwich Royal Naval Hospital) adjoined the medieval hall of 
Winchester Castle, where ‘King Arthur’s Round Table’ was famously on display. 
It still is. Charles’ deliberate pairing of Winchester with Windsor strengthened 
his propaganda claim to family descent from King Arthur and encouraged 
comparisons between the Knights of the Round Table and more modern 

the original 
royal opera
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Knights of the Order of the Garter, commanded by Charles himself. Charles 
and his brand managers created a richly resonant symbolic world in which 
strands of Roman myth and ancient British folklore penetrated the political 
present. Peace and plenty under permanent Stuart rule was the country’s very 
fortunate destiny: history had ended well. This then is the world of King Arthur:

…Thou, Arthur, hast acquir’d a future Fame.
… Behold what Rouling Ages shall produce: 
    The Wealth, the Loves, the Glories of our Isle.
…Let Britannia Rise in Triumph o’er the Main.
…Fair Britain all the World outvyes; and Pan, as in Arcadia Reigns.
…Fairest Isle, all Isles Excelling, Seat of Pleasures, and of Loves;  
    Venus, here, will chuse her Dwelling and forsake her Cyprian Groves.

 Work on Winchester Palace stopped when Charles died in 1685. It had been 
built and roofed but not yet fitted out. Following periods of use as a prison and 
a barracks it was badly fire damaged in the late 19th century; but traces of it still 
survive in the present-day Peninsula Barracks.
 King Arthur was one of four royal operas commissioned by or for Charles 
between 1681 and 1684. Dryden – Charles’ Poet Laureate – provided wordbooks 
for two of them, King Arthur and Albion and Albanius; the latter was first 
planned as a prologue to King Arthur but later emerged as a free-standing opera 
with music by court composer Louis Grabu. Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas and John 

Blow’s Venus and Adonis were the other two. All four recruited characters from 
Verrio’s Windsor ceilings, and in all four Venus played a crucial role. The operas 
aimed to please very different types of audience. King Arthur and Albion and 
Albanius were to be performed in London’s grandest commercial theatre – the 
Theatre Royal in Dorset Garden, on the Thames embankment near modern 
Blackfriars Bridge. Dido and Aeneas and Venus and Adonis were court 
entertainments treating Charles – thinly disguised as Aeneas and Adonis – with 
more familiarity than would have been appropriate in a public space.
 Charles’ death inevitably disrupted production plans. Albion and Albanius  
needed a new finale celebrating James ii’s accession, which Dryden duly provided. 
The opera opened in June 1685 to a lukewarm reception; it managed only six 
performances and was never revived. Work on King Arthur stopped immediately. 
Dryden filed the script away.
 After six years forgotten by almost everyone, King Arthur lurched back to life. 
Purcell’s first full-scale ‘semi-opera’ Dioclesian had scored a huge hit at Dorset 
Garden in spring 1690 and the theatre managers wanted more of the same. 
Since the King Arthur script already existed, the show could go uncomplicatedly 
into production as soon as Purcell had set the lyrical sections to music. That at 
least was the hope; but as ever, politics got in the way.
 James’ deposition in the ‘Glorious Revolution’ of 1688 and his replacement 
by William and Mary reignited controversy around the principle of the divine 
right of kings. A propaganda opera, glorifying the Stuart dynasty, claiming that 
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Britain would be ruled by an orderly succession of Stuarts stretching far into the 
future, had potential to offend the new joint monarchs, who were clearly 
usurpers of power, not its natural inheritors. Roman Catholic James had 
surrendered his throne to two incoming Protestants; naturally they reversed 
James’ policy of Catholic toleration, throwing Catholic placeholders out of 
office. Dryden, who had converted to Catholicism in 1685, declined to convert 
back and lost his job. King Arthur was therefore a doubly suspect text: a party 
political broadcast for a deposed branch of monarchy, devised by a religiously 
embittered but still influential author.  
 Dryden mounted a campaign to win round William and Mary’s theatre censors. 
In the preface to the version of King Arthur which Dryden published, the author 
claimed to have subjected the original script to substantial revision, removing 
every hint of political interest. He stressed the importance of the fairy-tale 
elements and hinted that he had withdrawn a musical episode from Act iii 
celebrating Charles’ Restoration in song and dance. Dryden however made sure 
it appeared in the print, even if Purcell seems not to have set the words and the 
scene was never actually staged. He may even have altered the final masque to 
avoid a direct reference to St George, as such overt Catholic invocations of 
saintly aid were prohibited under William and Mary; this may explain the 
corrupt nature of the musical sources at this point. Resorting to flattery, Dryden 
requested from Queen Mary’s Vice-Chamberlain John Grobham Howe a song 
to be incorporated into the final masque, where the dialogue ‘You say, ’tis Love’ 

is proudly labelled ‘A Song by Mr. Howe’. Howe fancied himself a writer, and 
in return for a credit may have agreed to act as Dryden’s advocate at court. 
Against the odds, Dryden’s highly disingenuous assurances of political 
innocence were accepted. King Arthur was licensed for the stage and premiered 
triumphantly in late spring 1691. It was frequently revived for over a century.
 Dryden’s own misinformation, together with a complicated production 
history and long delayed first appearance, have combined to hide the remarkable 
truth about King Arthur. This ‘last piece of service’ for Charles ii, as Dryden 
described it, belatedly equipped with top-quality music by a composer brought 
up in the service of the same king, and just as loyal to his memory, carries 
ghostly memories of Stuart splendour rivalling even that of Louis xiv. Charles’ 
neo-Arthurian retirement to Winchester never happened. All but three of Verrio’s 
Windsor ceilings were destroyed in the early 19th century. But King Arthur the 
opera is still going strong.

Andrew Pinnock
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king arthur
restor’d

Restoration ‘dramatick opera’ is notoriously difficult to present in concert or on 
disc; Purcell’s music was just one component of an art form which also fused 
drama, dance and lavish theatrical effects. The performing edition created for 
this recording reflects a desire to fashion a version which offers a convincing 
musical narrative, despite Purcell’s music being dislocated from much of its 
original theatrical context.
 There is no single score of the music for King Arthur; it requires piecing 
together from disparate sources, none of which is in Purcell’s hand. The copyist’s 
manuscript closest to the original run of performances is inexplicably cut off 
before the end of Act i, and the three most intact manuscripts, dating from 
after Purcell’s death, are not only incomplete but seem also to contain later 
alterations. The instrumental music – played before the curtain rises and 
between each act – is entirely absent from these manuscripts and has to be 
drawn primarily from the posthumous publication Ayres for the Theatre. 
Versions of the songs also appear in several contemporary manuscripts and 
posthumous anthologies, notably Orpheus Britannicus. Dryden’s text, 
published before the first performance in 1691, provides us with an outline 
but, as so often in Restoration theatre, the cues given in the wordbook don’t 
always reflect the surviving music, which was altered either during composition 
or in rehearsals. Although research can tell us much, an ‘Urtext’ King Arthur, 
that which was seen and heard in the theatre at Dorset Garden in May 1691, 
remains intangible.

 Gabrieli have been performing music from King Arthur for almost a quarter 
of a century and much of our mutual interpretation and performance practice 
has evolved slowly during that time. Some of it has been preserved in our parts; 
the many scorings-out, insertions and excisions bearing witness to constant 
reappraisal. More significantly, much has become internalised through our 
performances; for example, our feeling for structure, tempo and rhythmic 
alteration. The artefacts which have survived from the original productions, 
including wordbooks, musical manuscripts and prints, contemporary descriptions 
and, of course, the instruments themselves, have to be understood through our 
own knowledge of musical and theatrical practices and, indeed, interpreted 
with a degree of intuition. This brief note attempts to elucidate some of the 
creative tensions between a critical examination of extant sources and our 
collective experience as modern-day performers of Purcell. 
 A nagging discomfort with the form of the Act v masque, in which Merlin 
shows the triumphant King Arthur what ‘Rouling Ages shall produce’, provided 
the impetus to re-examine the sources. This should be one of the simplest 
sections to recreate – in terms of plot, it is the scene most separated from its 
surrounding text – but it is also the scene which probably required the most 
intervention to assuage the political situation in 1691. Mr. Howe’s sung dialogue 
between two lovers, ‘You say, ’tis Love’, always seems incongruous immediately 
before the climax of a masque celebrating the glories of Britain. Likewise, the 
surviving final song ‘St George’ (missing from all the 17th-century sources) and 
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chorus ‘Our natives not alone appear’ are of such poor quality that they are 
most unlikely to have been written by Purcell. The conclusion of the Act v 
masque demanded an imaginative and radical solution. The dialogue has been 
placed at the end of Act iv, where it naturally follows an extended sequence of 
erotic music; this restores to the Act v masque its likely original structure, 
mirroring Albion and Albanius. More creatively, we have ended the masque with 
an adaptation of one of Purcell’s finest trumpet songs and choruses, taken from 
Act iv of Dioclesian.The text has been reworked to honour Britannia, St George 
and the Order of the Garter, closing the dramatick opera with a song and 
chorus of expected brilliance and grandeur. For Dryden’s final ‘Grand Dance’ 
we have chosen to play the Chaconne from the Welcome Ode Sound the 
Trumpet of 1687, which Purcell himself incorporated into King Arthur.
 King Arthur is notable amongst Restoration plays and dramatick operas for its 
more marked integration of text and music. In Act ii, two speaking characters, 
the spirits Philidel and Grimbald, discover a sung voice, both advancing the 
plot and heightening Dryden’s rhetoric. Nevertheless, much of Purcell’s music 
is arranged in masques or masque-like scenes. In general, this makes for a 
satisfying musical sequence; we have however inserted a few additional 
instrumental pieces from Purcell’s incidental music to other plays, where 
transitions would be too abrupt without spoken dialogue, even if the addition 
of such pieces, normally reserved for act tunes or moments of magical 
transformation, deviates from theatrical practice of the 1690s. 

 The sources also reveal structural ambiguities within movements which 
likewise require careful resolution. Several movements show signs of both 
excised and additional material in some sources; those who know King Arthur 
will notice we have rejected a few short sections where the musical style seems 
untenable, most noticeably at the end of the Passacaglia and the middle 
ritornello of ‘Come if you dare’. As the latter song, most unusually, concludes 
the act with music and not speech, we have assumed a final playout would serve 
as an act tune. We have also placed the prelude to ‘’Tis I that have warm’d ye’ 
immediately before Cupid’s song, as we suspect it is misplaced in the 
manuscripts. All the music attributed to King Arthur is included here, with the 
exception of two trumpet tunes which are difficult to place in the surviving 
musical structures.
 There is no clear convention for showing the repetition of a line of music.  
In some songs, the wordbook may suggest that Dryden, at the very least, 
considered that the structure of the verse should follow a certain pattern, but 
this can be explicitly contradicted in Purcell’s setting. Furthermore, many of the 
musical sources are both internally inconsistent and contradictory. We suspect 
that some songs and choruses are notated in a shorthand that would have been 
expanded by copyists and performers in the process of rehearsal and performance; 
none of the surviving manuscripts was ever destined for performance use. This 
supposition is supported by inconsistencies between solo and chorus sections in 
‘If love’s a sweet passion’ from The Fairy Queen, another song about which the 
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wordbook and the manuscript disagree. Rhythmic differences between sung 
text and accompaniment also evaporate if the manuscript is treated as a 
structural shorthand. This offered a possible framework through which to 
explore many issues. Our decisions have fluctuated over the years, eventually 
reaching, we hope, an equilibrium between theatrical understanding and 
musical form.
 On a more detailed scale, the editorial process was less prescriptive. Questions 
of rhythm, articulation and even pitches, which in a traditional scholarly edition 
might be considered to be of importance, frequently fall within the range of 
historical possibility. The opening phrase of ‘Fairest Isle’, for example, famously 
requires a decision on whether to flatten the line’s highest note. Much has been 
written on this; however, the sources closest to Purcell’s time, copied for personal 
use or as instrumental transcriptions, vary not just in pitch, but also in rhythm. 
Purcell’s own copies of songs from The Fairy Queen likewise show several 
alternative readings of decorative passages. Our singers, like Purcell’s, would 
naturally grace their lines with rhythmic alterations and melodic extemporisation. 
A critical decision on which textual variant was ‘correct’ was rendered moot.
 There were several concurrent pitch standards in Purcell’s London; a higher 
chapel pitch and a lower theatre pitch, a little above A=400 Hz. For practical 
reasons, we have had to choose a slightly lower pitch of A=392 Hz, which works 
well for the voice types idiomatic to Restoration theatre, notably high tenors (as 
opposed to falsettists) singing the ‘countertenor’ line.

 The final aspect of the performance considered through the edition was the 
instrumentation of the music. It is easy to overlook the incredible development 
of the ensemble in Purcell’s theatre scores. Purcell, alongside Blow and Finger, 
refined the practices of their predecessors, notably Matthew Locke, and created 
some of the earliest English theatre music to use the full ‘baroque’ orchestra of 
strings, wind band and trumpets. This was, however, a very different ensemble 
from the Handelian orchestra heard only a few years later in London.  
Purcell’s band rarely accompanied song; it supported the choruses and provided 
incidental music and dances. Although, yet again, the sources are not unequivocal, 
it seems that the nucleus of Purcell’s ensemble was that of strings, to which an 
oboe band, recorders and trumpets added occasional colouristic or allegorical 
effects. Purcell and his colleagues experimented with almost every combination 
of string and wind writing, encouraged by many of the skilled players of the 
day; Britannia rises from the waves to an extraordinary ‘Soft Tune’ for three 
unspecified instruments, long speculated to be trumpet, oboe and violin. To a 
Restoration audience, this remarkable solo writing would have been as significant 
a coup de théâtre as the spectacular stage effects during the scene change.
 The spaces available for musical performance in the Dorset Garden theatre 
have also influenced our decisions. A small ‘music-room’ was situated above the 
proscenium arch and this is where we assume the main band played, although 
it seems probable that the continuo instruments were placed at stage level nearer 
the singers. Stage directions in the wordbooks, however, suggest that musicians 
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could be located in every part of the stage, and were often integrated into the 
action. King Arthur calls for trumpets and drums behind the scenes, playing 
alarms and calls during the off-stage battles, whilst the ‘flutes’ offered by the 
men – and refused by the women – in Act ii were probably played on stage, 
giving rise to the unusual combination of unison oboes and recorders specified 
in the prelude to ‘Shepherd, shepherd’.
 Perhaps most noticeable throughout this recording is the relationship between 
the string band and the continuo. The four-part string writing is realised by four 
equal groups of three violins (first, second, tenor and bass); the bass violin is tuned 
from low B flat, a tone lower than the modern cello. The 16' double bass 
instrument was rarely, if ever, heard in Purcell’s string ensemble. The resulting 
balance, the completeness of the harmonies, and the equivalence of Purcell’s 
part-writing seem to encourage the French practice of playing the dance 
movements without the support of continuo instruments. The 1685 printed 
score of Albion and Albanius also suggests this practice was current in Restoration 
theatre. Conversely, Purcell’s song accompaniments demand a transparency of 
texture. Harpsichord, theorbos and guitars accompany the songs alone and as a 
group, without the addition of a bowed stringed instrument on the bassline. 
 Ultimately, the musical sources of King Arthur bear witness to the flexibility of 
form and structure inherent in Restoration theatre; whilst research has been a 
fascinating exercise, there remains much which is tantalisingly unsolvable. 

Paul McCreesh & Christopher Suckling 

‘Music consists in Concords & Discords’ was John Blow’s elegant summary for 
‘basso continuo’ players in his little treatise from the mid 17th century. Blow, 
Purcell’s teacher, writes clearly on the art of improvised accompaniment; however, 
his brilliant pupil has left us nothing other than the music itself.
 The sources for King Arthur and The Fairy Queen are mostly lacking in the 
bassline figures which are often provided to guide continuo players, but the art 
of improvising an accompaniment above a bassline is informed by very much 
more than figures, missing or otherwise. Purcell’s supreme word-setting always 
gives dramatic arc to the text and often suggests a detailed emotional picture of 
each character and interaction. Such conflicts and delights – the 17th-century 
passions – are reflected by the sequence of concords and discords of the 
underlying harmonies; if a chord is unresolved, so is the emotion. The delicate 
balance of supporting, inspiring, but never detracting from a singer, is the 
essence of the continuo player’s art; a complex web spun from an infinite variety 
of harmony, chord shapes, counter-melodies and rhythmic motifs. 
 Paula Chateauneuf and I spent many intense hours on these works, analysing 
much of Purcell’s other music. We aimed to construct harmonic sequences and 
realisations which felt true to both the beauty of the moment and the dramatic 
situation, as well as to the particular nuances of each singer. Our final challenge, 
one unknown to Blow or Purcell, was to keep our harpsichord, theorbo and 
guitar realisations reasonably consistent for multiple recording takes. 

Jan Waterfield

purcell’s 
basslines
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Roger North described Charlotte Butler’s portrayal of Cupid in the original 
production of King Arthur in May 1691, as ‘beyond anything I ever heard upon 
the English stage’ – high praise indeed from a writer now commonly regarded 
as the first English music critic. Mrs Butler, then aged around 30, was also 
praised by the actor/manager Colley Cibber: ‘she prov’d not only a good Actress, 
but was allow’d in those Days to sing and dance to a great Perfection’. It seems 
she broke with certain theatrical traditions, allowing herself the freedom to 
present her back to the audience, and opening her mouth wide enough to be 
audible, having ‘no concern for her face’. 
 If, as it seems, Mrs Butler really wasn’t supposed to open her mouth wide 
whilst facing the audience, I do wonder how much of Dryden’s text was heard 
by Restoration audiences; and yet, paradoxically, we know singers and actors 
were of course expected to have a high degree of concern for the delivery  
of the words. The songs in Purcell’s theatre music range from the folk-like 
melodic simplicity of ‘Fairest Isle’ in King Arthur, to the extended ‘operatic’ 
scena in The Fairy Queen, ‘Ye gentle spirits of the air’ with its expressive 
rhetorical wordplay.
  To sing King Arthur at the lower theatre pitches known to Mrs Butler certainly 
helps sopranos to declaim the text expressively. Even with all the advances of 
several centuries of vocal training and more recent scientific research into voice 
production, we singers still find it challenging to deliver the highly florid 
coloratura with clarity, to gauge the optimum air pressure for the slow, sustained 

movements, to express the beauty of the text and to navigate the sometimes 
awkwardly angular passages, all whilst allowing ourselves the freedom to embellish 
the line when we feel it appropriate. Although such is the complexity of Purcell’s 
vocal writing, ornamentation seems best applied with particular discretion. 
 It is possibly reassuring that differences of opinion on vocal style are not just a 
21st-century concern. Here is Pier Francesco Tosi, a contemporary of Roger North, 
telling us singers how not to do it in his Observations on the florid song, 1723:

‘There are some who sing recitative on the Stage like That of the Church or 
Chamber: some in a perpetual Chanting, which is insufferable; some over-do it and 
make it a Barking; some whisper it, and some sing it confusedly; some force out the 
last Syllable, and some sink it; some sing it blust’ring, and some as if they were 
thinking of something else; some in a languishing manner; others in a Hurry; some 
sing it through the Teeth, and others with Affectation; some do not pronounce the 
Words, and others do not express them; some sing it as if laughing, and some crying; 
some speak it, and some hiss it; some hallow, bellow and sing it out of Tune; and, 
together with their offences against Nature, are guilty of the greatest Fault, in 
thinking themselves above Correction.’

Mhairi Lawson

singing purcell
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Even after several thriving decades of period instrument performance, Purcell’s 
music still poses many significant questions. Both editions and contemporary 
performances can often seem replete with too many compromises; in preparing 
for this recording, the string players of Gabrieli wanted to try to resolve a few of 
these dilemmas.
 An important change in our Purcell interpretation began as far back as 1999, 
when Oliver Webber published his research into historical stringing, encouraging 
Gabrieli to explore the use of all-gut, unwound strings, set up in a system of 
equal tension across the four strings. We first incorporated this approach across 
the ensemble when performing The Fairy Queen at the BBC Proms in 2005. 
This opened up a new world of tonal possibilities: the sound was transformed, 
as one might expect, but blend and articulation also altered radically. These 
changes both informed and confirmed many of our instinctive feelings about 
Purcell’s music. 
 For this recording, we wanted to pursue the practical application of our 
scholarship yet further, exploring a different kind of bow-hold widely used 
throughout Europe in the 17th and early 18th centuries. This is known (perhaps 
confusingly) as the ‘French’ bow-hold, in which the thumb is placed on the hair 
of the bow rather than on the wooden stick. We started to experiment with this 
new technique in a series of workshops in 2015. The way the bow is held is such 
a fundamental aspect of string technique that any change has far-reaching 
consequences: the impact on sound and articulation is profound, especially 

when used in tandem with Lully’s ‘rule of down bow’, requiring frequent lifting 
and retaking of the bow. Both the ‘French’ bow-hold and Lully’s ‘rule of down 
bow’ are described by John Lenton, a member of Purcell’s court violin band in 
the 1680s, so we know them to be suitable for this repertoire. 
 The bass violin existed in a far greater variety of shapes and sizes than its 
modern descendant, the cello; the scant surviving iconography suggests that it 
may also have been played with a ‘French’ violin bow-hold, perhaps consistent 
with the many French musicians arriving in England during the 1680s.
 It is rare for ensembles to adopt such challenging new playing techniques, and 
with such dedication to realising the letter of our scholarship. We believe this is 
the first time these works have been recorded using these important historical 
techniques. The result of this style of bowing in the hands of experts was 
described by Georg Muffat in his Florilegium Secundum, 1698: 

‘The greatest skill of the Lullists lies in the fact that even with so many repeated 
down-bows, nothing unpleasant is heard, but rather that they wondrously combine 
a long line with practised dexterity … and lively playing with an extraordinarily 
delicate beauty.’

Catherine Martin & Oliver Webber

purcell’s 
string band
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Throughout most of the 17th century, the trumpet was a symbol of power, 
associated with rank and the rule of law. Its primary function was to give 
commands, either in battle or at state ceremonies. In England, three men were 
largely responsible for the emergence of the trumpet from the battlements and 
into art music: William Bull, an outstanding trumpeter and trumpet-maker; 
John Shore, another trumpeter renowned for extraordinary technical prowess; 
and Henry Purcell himself.
 William Bull accompanied William of Orange on his voyage to Holland in 
1690 in a band comprising 43 musicians, which also included trumpeters 
Matthias Shore and his sons William and John. In the 1680s, James Talbot, 
professor of Hebrew at Trinity College, Cambridge visited John Shore and other 
well-known members of Purcell’s orchestra to study and measure their 
instruments. Bull provided the dimensions of the brass instruments: his 
trumpets show not only technical advancements in construction, but also a  
substantial development in decorative sophistication, establishing a model for 
the state trumpet which remained virtually unchanged for three centuries. 
 Coming from an established musical family of King’s Trumpeters, John Shore  
was the most famous trumpeter in Purcell’s London. Although injury forced 
him to retire from trumpet-playing around 1705, his skill inspired Purcell to 
write in a way which had previously been unimaginable; making extensive use 
of melodic notes between the traditional fanfare pitches, Purcell’s trumpet 
writing employed a hitherto unknown level of complexity. 

 The silver trumpets specially constructed for this recording are faithful copies 
of an original late 17th-century Bull trumpet in the collection of Warwickshire 
Museums. The trumpets are played without the anachronistic fingered ‘vent 
holes’ commonly in use today, and thus the pitches can only be adjusted by 
skilful changing of the players’ air pressure, embouchure control and lip 
vibration, closely imitating vocal technique. This creates a particular colour, as 
certain notes within the trumpet’s harmonic series can only be partially adjusted 
towards the temperament. With the regular use of softer ‘inégale’ tonguing 
typical of the period, Purcell’s trumpet writing emerges with the same newfound 
delicacy and finesse which must have astonished the Restoration theatre 
audiences. The historian Sir John Hawkins described John Shore’s playing in his 
A General History of the Science and Practice of Music, 1776:

‘His great ingenuity and application had extended the powers of that noble 
instrument, too little esteemed at this day, beyond the reach of imagination, for he 
produced from it a tone as sweet as that of an hautboy.’

Jean-François Madeuf & Graham Nicholson

purcell’s trumpets
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the britons
King Arthur
Conon, Duke of Cornwal, Tributary to King Arthur
Emmeline, Daughter of Conon. Blind since birth, betrothed to King Arthur
Matilda, her Attendant
Merlin, a famous Inchanter
Aurelius, Friend to Arthur
Albanact, Captain of Arthur’s Guards

the saxons
Oswald, King of Kent, a Saxon and a Heathen. Also in love with Emmeline
Osmond, A Saxon Magician, and a Heathen. Also in love with Emmeline
Guillamar, Friend of Oswald

the spirits
Philidel, an Airy Spirit
Grimbald, an Earthy Spirit

singers & dancers
Heathen Priests and Priestesses, Soldiers, Spirits, Shepherds and Shepherdesses, 
Cold People, Nymphs and Sylvans, Britannia’s Attendants, Nereids, 
Fishermen, Peasants and British Heroes

dramatis personae
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act i scene i A scene in Kent. It is the morning of St George’s Day. In a 
series of 10 battles, Arthur, Conon and the Britons have driven the Saxon 
invaders back to Kent and now prepare to repel them from their kingdom. 
Arthur and Emmeline, his betrothed, bid farewell before the final confrontation.

act i scene 2 A scene of heathen worship and sacrifice. Images of three 
Saxon gods, Woden, Thor and Freya, are placed on pedestals around an altar. 
The spirit Grimbald has procured victims to sacrifice and enters with six Saxons 
dressed in white, with swords in their hands. They arrange themselves in two 
groups of three, opposite each other, surrounded by priests and singers. woden, 
first to thee. The victims are reminded of the honour of sacrifice and the 
glories of the afterlife; they will soon be drinking the vanquished Britons’ ale in 
Valhalla. brave souls / i call you all. The six Saxons are led off by the priests.

act 1 scene 3 A battle behind the scenes. Drums, trumpets, military shouts 
and alarms are heard, after which the Britons, expressing their joy for the 
victory, sing a song of triumph. come if you dare.

act ii scene i A bloodied battlefield. Merlin and his spirits descend to 
Philidel, on a chariot drawn by dragons. Philidel defects to Merlin’s protection 
and warns the pursuing Britons to beware of Grimbald’s treachery. Grimbald 
enters, dressed as a shepherd, followed by Arthur, Conon and soldiers, who 
remain at a distance. Both Philidel and Grimbald vie for the Britons’ trust. 

hither, this way / let not a moonborn elf mislead ye. Philidel prevails and 
Grimbald sinks with a flash. Philidel and the spirits go off singing, with King 
Arthur and the rest in the middle of them. come, follow me.

act ii scene 2 A pavilion near the battlefield. A crew of Kentish lads and 
lasses entertain Emmeline whilst she awaits Arthur’s return. how blest are 
shepherds. The men offer their ‘flutes’ to the women, which they refuse. 
shepherd, shepherd, leave decoying. The women present marriage contracts 
to the men, which are accepted. All sing and dance. come, shepherds, lead up 
a lively measure. Oswald appears and then abducts Emmeline; Arthur 
unsuccessfully bargains his Kingdom for her return.

act iii scene i The edge of an enchanted wood, beyond which stands Oswald’s 
castle on a hilltop. Merlin counsels Arthur that, with Philidel’s aid, he will lead 
him through the Saxon magician Osmond’s enchanted wood to rescue Emmeline 
and restore her sight.

act iii scene 2 Deeper in the enchanted wood. Grimbald ambushes Philidel, 
but Philidel prevails, binds Grimbald, and restores Emmeline’s sight. Arthur 
and Emmeline’s joy is cut short by the approach of Osmond, also in love with 
Emmeline, who has betrayed Oswald, his former master. Osmond attempts  
to impress Emmeline with a magical pageant celebrating the power of love.  
The scene suddenly changes to a prospect of winter in frozen countries.  

synopsis
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Cupid descends. what ho, thou genius of this isle. The Cold Genius is 
summoned, reluctantly, from his ‘beds of everlasting snow’. what power art 
thou. Cupid waves his wand, upon which the stage is further transformed, 
revealing another prospect of ice and snow through which singers and dancers 
appear. see, see, we assemble. Cupid and the Cold Genius lead the singers and 
dancers in praise of love. ’tis love that has warm’d us / sound a parley. 
Emmeline, unmoved, rejects Osmond; he attempts to rape her but is distracted 
by Grimbald’s cries for help.

act iv scene i The same wood. Grimbald creates images of seduction within 
Osmond’s wood to ensnare Arthur. soft musick. As Arthur moves towards a 
bridge, two Sirens arise from the water, and show themselves naked to the waist. 
two daughters of this aged stream. As Arthur goes forward, Nymphs and 
Sylvans come out from behind the trees, dancing and singing with branches in 
their hands. passacaglia: how happy the lover. Arthur hacks at the trees with 
his sword to break the illusions. In one final magical deception, a wounded tree 
appears as Emmeline. Arthur falters, but Philidel appears and reveals that the 
vision is in fact Grimbald. Arthur dispels the enchantment and Philidel drags 
off Grimbald.

act v scene i The same wood. The Britons march on Oswald’s castle. After 
much fighting, Arthur triumphs over Oswald but immediately offers him 
forgiveness. Arthur and Emmeline embrace. Merlin casts Osmond into the 

dungeon. Arthur and Oswald agree to live henceforth in peace and harmony: 
‘Britons and Saxons shall be once one people; one common tongue, one 
common faith shall bind our jarring bands, in a perpetual peace.’

act v scene 2 Merlin conjures a masque for Arthur, celebrating the future 
glories of the united nation. Waving his wand, the scene suddenly changes, 
revealing the British ocean in a storm, with Aeolus, the god of the four winds, 
appearing in a cloud above. ye blust’ring brethren of the skies. Aeolus then 
ascends, and the four winds disappear, disclosing a calm sea from which an 
island arises. soft tune. Britannia is seated on the island, with fishermen and 
attendants at her feet. The fishermen come ashore, singing and dancing. round 
thy coasts, fair nymph of britain. Shepherds sing of the pleasure and 
profitability of British wool farming. for folded flocks. Comus, the god of 
festivity and revels, leads a rustic drinking song. your hay it is mow’d. Venus, 
the goddess of love, enters to pay homage to Albion, seat of all beauty, pleasure 
and love. fairest isle, all isles excelling.

act v scene 3 A ‘Warlike Consort’ announces the final change of scene. tune 
for trumpets. The regalia and heraldry of the Order of the Garter are revealed. 
Fame, attended by Honour and Heroes, leads a paean to Britannia, St George 
and the Order of the Garter. sound heroes, your brazen trumpets sound / 
let all rehearse in lofty verse.

Paul McCreesh & Christopher Suckling
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cd 1

first music   1
2

second music   3 
4

overture   5
6

act i   7

king arthur or The British Worthy
a dramatick opera

aire
minuett
hornpipe
scotch tune
overture
aire

bass
Woden, first to thee,
A milk-white steed in battle won,
We have sacrific’d.

chorus
We have sacrific’d.

tenor
Let our next oblation be,
To Thor, thy thund’ring son,
Of such another.

8

9

chorus
We have sacrific’d.

bass
A third; (of Friesland breed was he),
To Woden’s wife, and to Thor’s mother:
And now, we have aton’d all three.

chorus
We have sacrific’d.

tenor 
The white horse neigh’d aloud.

high tenor, tenor & chorus
To Woden thanks we render,
To Woden we have vow’d.
To Woden, our defender.

soprano
The lot is cast, and Tanfan pleas’d;
Of mortal cares you shall be eas’d.
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chorus
Brave souls, to be renown’d in story.
Honour prizing, death despising,
Fame acquiring by expiring,
Die, and reap the fruit of glory.

high tenor
I call you all
To Woden’s Hall,
Your temples round
With ivy bound,
In goblets crown’d, 
And plenteous bowls of burnish’d gold,
Where ye shall laugh
And dance and quaff
The juice that makes the Britons bold.

chorus
To Woden’s Hall all,
Where in plenteous bowls of burnish’d gold
We shall laugh
And dance and quaff
The juice that makes the Britons bold.

10

tenor & chorus
“Come if you dare”, our trumpets sound;
“Come if you dare”, the foes rebound:
“We come, we come, we come, we come”,
Says the double, double, double beat of the thund’ring drum.

Now they charge on amain,
Now they rally again:
The Gods from above the mad labour behold, 
And pity mankind that will perish for gold.

The fainting Saxons quit their ground,
Their trumpets languish in their sound;
They fly, they fly, they fly, they fly;
“Victoria, Victoria”, the bold Britons cry.

Now the victory’s won,
To the plunder we run:
We return to our lasses like fortunate traders,
Triumphant with spoils of the vanquish’d invaders.

11
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prelude – Aire

philidel
Hither this way, this way bend,
Trust not the malicious fiend:
Those are false deluding lights,
Wafted far and near by sprites.
Trust ‘em not, for they’ll deceive ye;
And in bogs and marshes leave ye.

philidel’s spirits
Hither this way, this way bend.

grimbald’s spirits
This way, hither this way, this way bend.

philidel
If you step no longer thinking,
Down you fall, a furlong sinking:
‘Tis a fiend who has annoy’d ye;
Name but Heav’n, and he’ll avoid ye.
Hither this way.

philidel’s spirits
Hither this way, this way bend.

act ii   12

13
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14

grimbald’s spirits
This way, hither this way, this way bend.

philidel’s spirits
Trust not the malicious fiend.
Hither this way, this way bend.

grimbald’s spirits
This way, hither this way, this way bend.

grimbald
Let not a moonborn elf mislead ye,
From your prey, and from your glory;
Too far, alas, he has betray’d ye;
Follow the flames, that wave before ye;
Sometimes sev’n, and sometimes one;
Hurry, hurry, hurry, hurry on.

See, see the footsteps plain appearing,
That way Oswald chose for flying:
Firm is the turf, and fit for bearing,
Where yonder pearly dews are lying.
Far he cannot hence be gone
Hurry, hurry, hurry, hurry on.

philidel’s spirits
Hither this way, this way bend.

grimbald’s spirits
This way, hither this way, this way bend.

philidel’s spirits
Trust not the malicious fiend.
Hither this way, this way bend.

grimbald’s spirits
This way, hither this way, this way bend.

verse & chorus
Come, follow me.
And me. And me.

And green-sward all your way shall be.
No goblin or elf shall dare to offend ye.

We brethren of air
You heroes will bear,
To the kind and the fair that attend ye.

15

16
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shepherd
How blest are shepherds, how happy their lasses,
While drums and trumpets are sounding alarms!
Over our lowly sheds all the storm passes;
And when we die, ‘tis in each other’s arms.
All the day on our herds and flocks employing;
All the night on our flutes, and in enjoying.

chorus
How blest are shepherds etc.

shepherd
Bright nymphs of Britain, with graces attended,
Let not your days without pleasure expire;
Honour’s but empty, and when youth is ended,
All men will praise you, but none will desire.
Let not youth fly away without contenting;
Age will come time enough for your repenting.

chorus
Bright nymphs of Britain etc.

17 two shepherdesses
Shepherd, shepherd, leave decoying,
Pipes are sweet on summer’s day,
But a little after toying,
Women have the shot to pay.

Here are marriage-vows for signing,
Set their marks that cannot write:
After that, without repining,
Play and welcome, day and night.

chorus
Come, shepherds, lead up a lively measure;
The cares of wedlock are cares of pleasure:
But whether marriage brings joy, or sorrow,
Make sure of this day, and hang tomorrow.

second act tune – Rondeau

18

19

20
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cupid
What ho, thou Genius of this isle, what ho!
Liest thou asleep beneath those hills of snow?
Stretch out thy lazy limbs; Awake, awake,
And winter from thy furry mantle shake.

cold genius
What power art thou, who from below,
Hast made me rise, unwillingly, and slow.
From beds of everlasting snow!
See’st thou not how stiff, and wondrous old,
Far unfit to bear the bitter cold,
I can scarcely move, or draw my breath;
Let me, let me, freeze again to death.

cupid
Thou doting fool, forbear, forbear;
What dost thou mean by freezing here?
At Love’s appearing, all the sky clearing,
The stormy winds their fury spare:
Thou doting fool, forbear etc.
Winter subduing and spring renewing,
My beams create a more glorious year.
Thou doting fool, forbear etc.

act iii   21

22

23
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cold genius
Great Love, I know thee now:
Eldest of the gods art thou:
Heav’n and earth by thee were made.
Human nature is thy creature.
Ev’rywhere thou art obey’d.

cupid
No part of my dominion shall be waste,
To spread my sway, and sing my praise,
E’en here, e’en here I will a people raise,
Of kind embracing lovers, and embrac’d.

cold people
See, see, we assemble,
Thy revels to hold:
Tho’ quiv’ring with cold,
We chatter and tremble.

cupid
’Tis I, ’tis I, ’tis I, that have warm’d ye;
In spite of cold weather,
I’ve brought ye together.

24

25

26

27

cold people
’Tis Love that has warm’d us etc.

cupid & cold genius
Sound a parley, ye fair, and surrender;
Set yourselves, and your lovers at ease;
He’s a grateful offender
Who pleasure dare seize:
But the whining pretender 
Is sure to displease.

Since the fruit of desire is possessing
’Tis unmanly to sigh and complain;
When we kneel for redressing,
We move your disdain:
Love was made for a blessing,
And not for a pain.

cold people
’Tis Love that has warm’d us etc.

third act tune – Aire

28

29

30
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soft music – Aire

two sirens
Two daughters of this aged stream are we;
And both our sea-green locks have comb’d for ye;
Come bathe with us an hour or two,
Come naked in, for we are so;
What danger from a naked foe?
Come bathe with us, come bathe, and share,
What pleasures in the floods appear;
We’ll beat the waters till they bound,
And circle round, and cirle round.

passacaglia
high tenor
How happy the lover,
How easy his chain,
How happy the lover,
How pleasing his pain.
How sweet to discover!
He sighs not in vain.

chorus
How happy the lover etc.

act iv   1

2

3

cd 2
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soprano & bass
For love ev’ry creature
Is form’d by his nature;
No joys are above
The pleasures of love.

chorus
No joys are above etc.

song by mr. howe 
she
You say, ’tis Love creates the pain,
Of which so sadly you complain;
And yet would fain engage my heart
In that uneasy cruel part:
But how, alas! think you, that I,
Can bear the wounds of which you die?

he
’Tis not my passion makes my care,
But your indifference gives despair:
The lusty sun begets no spring,
Till gentle show’rs assistance bring:
So Love that scorches, and destroys,
Till kindness aids, can cause no joys.

4

she
Love has a thousand ways to please,
But more to rob us of our ease;
For waking nights, and careful days,
Some hours of pleasure he repays;
But absence soon, or jealous fears,
O’erflows the joy with floods of tears.

he
But one soft moment makes amends
For all the torment that attends.

she & he
Let us love, let us love, and to happiness haste;
Age and wisdom come too fast:
Youth for loving was design’d.
I’ll be constant, you be kind.
You be constant, I’ll be kind.
Heav’n can give no greater blessing
Than faithful love, and kind possessing.

fourth act tune – Hornpipe5
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prelude – Rondeau

aeolus
Ye blust’ring brethren of the skies,
Whose breath has ruffl’d all the wat’ry plain,
Retire, and let Britannia rise
In triumph o’er the main.

Serene and calm, and void of fear,
The Queen of Islands must appear.

soft tune

nereid & chorus
Round thy coasts, fair nymph of Britain,
For thy guard our waters flow;
Proteus all his herd admitting,
On thy green to graze below.
Foreign lands thy fish are tasting,
Learn from thee luxurious fasting.

act v   6

7

8

9
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three shepherds
For folded flocks, and fruitful plains,
The shepherd’s and the farmer’s gains,
Fair Britain all the world outvies;
And Pan, as in Arcadia reigns,
Where pleasure mix’d with profit lies.
Tho’ Jason’s fleece was fam’d of old,
The British wool is growing gold;
No mines can more of wealth supply:
It keeps the peasants from the cold,
And takes for kings the Tyrian dye.

comus & peasants
Your hay it is mow’d, and your corn is reap’d;
Your barns will be full, and your hovels heap’d.
Come, boys, come,
Come, boys, come;
And merrily roar out our harvest home.

We’ve cheated the parson, we’ll cheat him again,
For why shou’d a blockhead ha’ one in ten?
One in ten,
One in ten;
For why shou’d a blockhead ha’ one in ten?

10

11

For prating so long like a book-learn’d sot,
Till pudding and dumplin are burnt to pot;
Burnt to pot,
Burnt to pot;
Till pudding and dumplin are burnt to pot.

We’ll toss off our ale till we canno’ stand.
And hoigh for the honour of old England:
Old England,
Old England;
And hoigh for the honour of old England.

venus
Fairest Isle, all isles excelling,
Seat of pleasure, and of love;
Venus, here, will choose her dwelling,
And forsake her Cyprian grove.
Cupid from his fav’rite nation,
Care and envy will remove;
Jealousy, that poisons passion,
And despair that dies for love.

12
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Gentle murmurs, sweet complaining,
Sighs that blow the fire of love;
Soft repulses, kind disdaining,
Shall be all the pains you prove.
Ev’ry swain shall pay his duty,
Grateful ev’ry nymph shall prove;
And as these excel in beauty,
Those shall be renown’d for love.

tune for trumpets

new song & chorus for britannia & st george
fame
Sound Heroes, your brazen trumpets sound!
Stand in the centre of the universe,
And call the list’ning world around,
While we with joyful notes rehearse,
In artful numbers, and well-chosen verse,
Mighty Britannia’s story.

13

14

chorus
Let all rehearse in lofty verse;
Great is the Garter’s glory.
Sound its renown,
Resplendent crown:
Most priz’d by monarchs, 
Reigning o’er the realms.

O Bless’d St George,
O Patron rever’d.
Enshrine this fair and sceptr’d Isle,
In splendour evermore.

Sing, sing the glory,
Swell, swell the story:
St George and Britannia
Triumph o’er the earth!

grand dance – Chaconne15
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Gabrieli are world-renowned interpreters of great vocal and instrumental 
repertoire, from the Renaissance to the present day. Founded by Paul McCreesh 
in 1982, Gabrieli have both outgrown and remained true to their original 
identity: whilst the ensemble’s repertoire has expanded beyond any expectation, 
McCreesh’s ever-questioning spirit, expressive musicianship and a healthy 
degree of iconoclasm remain constant and are reflected in the ensemble’s dynamic 
performances. Gabrieli’s repertoire includes major works of the oratorio tradition, 
virtuosic a cappella programmes and mould-breaking reconstructions of music 
for historical events. Above all, Gabrieli aims to create thought-provoking 
performances which stand out from the crowd.
 A number of strong relationships have defined Gabrieli’s international profile 
over many years and such partnerships remain at the heart of our activities. For 
over 15 years, in conjunction with Martin Randall Travel, we have pioneered 
new areas of ‘cultural tourism’, collaborating to create festivals of music in 
European historic centres, developing new programmes specifically inspired by 
the exquisite buildings and cities in which they are performed. Gabrieli were 
resident artists at Brinkburn Music in Northumberland, with whom we developed 
some of our most exciting projects over 20 years. From 2006 to 2012 we were 
associate artists of the Wratislavia Cantans Festival, and subsequently embarked 
on an exciting partnership with the Wrocław Philharmonic Choir, now the 
NFM Choir, a collaboration which features strongly in some of our recent 
critically acclaimed oratorio recordings.

gabrieli consort
& players 

  Gabrieli’s inspirational recordings garner numerous international awards, 
including Gramophone Awards for recordings of Haydn’s The Creation and A New 
Venetian Coronation 1595; BBC Music Magazine Awards for Berlioz’s Grande 
Messe des Morts, Britten’s War Requiem and the a cappella sequence A Rose 
Magnificat; Grammy nominations for the a cappella disc A Spotless Rose and 
Handel’s L’Allegro, il Penseroso ed il Moderato; and a Diapason d’or de l’année for 
Mendelssohn’s Elijah. The discography on Paul McCreesh’s own Winged Lion 
label is testament to Gabrieli’s versatility and McCreesh’s breadth of vision: A Song 
of Farewell (English choral repertoire from Morley and Sheppard to Howells 
and MacMillan); A New Venetian Coronation 1595 (revisiting their famed 1990 
recording of music by Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli); a recreation of the first 
performance of Handel’s L’Allegro, il Penseroso ed il Moderato; and four spectacular 
large-scale oratorio recordings made in conjunction with the National Forum of 
Music, Wrocław, most recently Haydn’s The Seasons. 
 Increasingly central to Gabrieli’s mission is the development of Gabrieli Roar, 
an innovative choral training programme that challenges young singers to perform 
and record side-by-side with Gabrieli’s renowned Consort & Players. An English 
Coronation – perhaps Gabrieli’s most ambitious project to date – was released in 
May 2019 to universal critical acclaim. This spectacular recreation of the lavish 
rites of the 20th century presents music by Elgar, Parry, Vaughan Williams, Handel, 
Howells and Walton on the grandest of scales, performed by more than 400 
musicians, including 250 young singers from Gabrieli Roar.
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Paul McCreesh is renowned for the energy and passion of his musicianship, and 
the interpretive insight he brings to repertoire of the widest stylistic and historical 
breadth. His authoritative performances are founded on uncompromising drive 
and vision, alongside a hunger for new challenges. First established as the founder 
and artistic director of the Gabrieli Consort & Players, he now conducts such 
orchestras as the Leipzig Gewandhaus, Bergen Philharmonic, Hong Kong 
Philharmonic, Sydney Symphony, Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra and Verbier 
Festival Orchestra. He is a former Principal Conductor and Artistic Advisor at 
the Gulbenkian Orchestra, Lisbon and served for six seasons as Artistic Director 
of the International Festival Wratislavia Cantans in Wrocław, Poland.
 At the heart of McCreesh’s music-making is a determination to broaden and 
democratise access to the arts. He is actively involved in developing new 
performing opportunities and educational initiatives across Europe, and carefully 
curated collaborations with youth choirs and orchestras are central to his work. 
 McCreesh’s ever-questioning spirit makes him a difficult artist to categorise: 
he is as likely to be found conducting Purcell’s theatre works as Elgar’s symphonies 
or an a cappella part song. He is particularly known for his performances of major 
choral works, such as Britten’s War Requiem, Mendelssohn’s Elijah, Verdi’s Requiem, 
Elgar’s The Dream of Gerontius and Haydn’s The Creation and The Seasons. He 
brings to all this repertoire the same rigorous scholarship and interpretive flair 
that defined his early career, confirming his reputation for innovation, and making 
him one of today’s most highly regarded recording artists.

paul mccreesh
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Anna Dennis is a versatile, inquisitive artist, highly regarded for her 
interpretations of baroque and contemporary repertoire. She has created roles in 
operas by Francisco Coll, Jonathan Dove, Edward Rushton and Will Tuckett, 
and performed Thomas Adès’ song-setting Life Story at Lincoln Center with the 
composer. Significant engagements include Britten’s War Requiem at the Berlin 
Philharmonie, Bach cantatas with Les Violons du Roy in Montreal, the premiere 
of Damon Albarn’s Dr Dee for Manchester International Festival, subsequently 
reprised for English National Opera and Queen of the Night in Mozart’s Die 
Zauberflöte for Clarion Music Society, New York. Her recordings include 
Handel’s Siroe and Joshua with FestspielOrchester Göttingen, chamber works 
by Elena Langer and a recital disc of Purcell songs, Sweeter than Roses.

Mhairi Lawson has collaborated with Gabrieli for over 20 years, performing 
Bach, Purcell and Handel with the ensemble across the world. She also enjoys 
collaborations with Les Arts Florissants, English National Opera and Scottish 
Chamber Orchestra and is a regular resident artist at the Carmel Bach Festival 
in California. Her discography is wide-ranging and includes Haydn’s The Creation, 
Schubert Lieder, works by Vivaldi and traditional classical Scottish music.  
A professor of Voice and Historical Performance at the Guildhall School of 
Music and Drama, she has undertaken academic research into the vocal 
techniques appropriate to late 18th and early 19th-century song. 

anna dennis

mhairi lawson

Rowan Pierce has rapidly established herself as one of today’s leading young 
singers, having first worked with Paul McCreesh as a teenager in one of 
Gabrieli’s young singers’ projects. She came to public attention whilst at the 
Royal College of Music, where she won both the Major van Someren-Godfrey 
Prize and the President’s Award, subsequently winning further prizes at the 
Grange Festival’s inaugural Singing Competition. She is now a Harewood Artist 
at English National Opera, a ‘Rising Star’ of the Orchestra of the Age of 
Enlightenment and has worked with Gabrieli, the Academy of Ancient Music, 
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic and Scottish Chamber orchestras.

Equally at home on the concert and opera stages, Carolyn Sampson is one of 
today’s most highly regarded sopranos, known as an interpreter of supreme style 
and insight. She has enjoyed notable successes in roles such as Semele in 
Handel’s Semele, Pamina in Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte, Anne Trulove in Stravinsky’s 
The Rake’s Progress and Mélisande in Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande. She enjoys 
close relationships with the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Freiburg Baroque 
Orchestra and Bach Collegium Japan and appears frequently with leading 
symphony orchestras worldwide. A committed recitalist, she has appeared 
regularly at Wigmore Hall, Amsterdam Concertgebouw and at the Aldeburgh 
Festival. Her recordings have earned her numerous accolades, including the 
recital award in the 2015 Gramophone Awards and a Diapason d’or de l’année.

rowan pierce

carolyn sampson
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Jeremy Budd is particularly known for his agile, crystal-clear high tenor voice, 
which makes him an ideal performer of Purcell’s music, especially the high-lying 
‘countertenor’ roles which he has performed widely with Gabrieli and many of 
the world’s leading baroque ensembles. He works extensively in opera houses 
where he has sung the title role in Monteverdi’s Orfeo for Opéra de Lille, Pilade 
in Handel’s Oreste at the Royal Opera House’s Linbury Theatre and Chabrier’s 
L’Etoile at the Opéra Comique in Paris. His recordings include Handel’s Acis and 
Galatea and Monteverdi’s Vespers of 1610 with The Sixteen.

A music graduate of King’s College, London, James Way continued his studies 
at Guildhall School of Music and Drama and won Second Prize in the 62nd 
Kathleen Ferrier Awards at Wigmore Hall in 2017. He is a former Britten-Pears 
Young Artist, a laureate of Les Arts Florissants’ young artist programme Le 
Jardin des Voix and was an inaugural ‘Rising Star’ of the Orchestra of the Age 
of Enlightenment. In addition to his varied concert work, his opera performances 
have included roles such as Holy Fool in Mussorgsky’s Boris Godunov, the Ballad 
Singer in Britten’s Owen Wingrave, Davy in Roxanna Panufnik’s Silver Birch and 
Sellem in Stravinsky’s The Rake’s Progress.

jeremy budd

james way

An English graduate of King’s College, Cambridge, where he sang in the 
acclaimed choir, Ashley Riches is a former Jette Parker Young Artist at the Royal 
Opera House, Covent Garden and member of the BBC New Generation Artist 
Scheme. He now sings at leading opera houses, in such roles as Marcello and 
Schaunard in Puccini’s La bohème, the title roles in Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin 
and Mozart’s Don Giovanni, Demetrius in Britten’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
and Claudio in Handel’s Agrippina. His discography includes Bach’s St John 
Passion with the Academy of Ancient Music, Bernstein's Wonderful Town with 
the London Symphony Orchestra and Poulenc’s song cycle Chansons gaillardes.

Roderick Williams is one of the most sought-after baritones of his generation, 
in demand on the opera stage and in the concert hall for the widest of repertoires. 
He sings major roles such as Papageno in Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte, Don Alfonso 
in Mozart’s Così fan tutte, the title roles in Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin and 
Britten’s Billy Budd, and has premiered roles in operas by David Sawer, Sally 
Beamish and Michel van der Aa. He was awarded an OBE in June 2017 and was 
nominated for Olivier Awards in both 2018 and 2019, for his performances in 
the title role of Monteverdi’s Il ritorno d’Ulisse in patria and in the English 
National Opera production of Britten’s War Requiem. Increasingly well known 
as a composer, he won the prize for Best Choral Composition at the 2016 
British Composer Awards.

ashley riches

roderick williams
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gabrieli 
consort & players

soprano 
Anna Dennis 
Mhairi Lawson
Rowan Pierce
Carolyn Sampson

high tenor 
Jeremy Budd
Christopher 
   Fitzgerald Lombard

tenor 
James Way 
Tom Castle

bass 
Roderick Williams
Ashley Riches

violin i 
Catherine Martin
Persephone Gibbs
Ruth Slater

violin ii 
Oliver Webber
Ellen O’Dell
Sarah Bealby Wright

viola 
Rachel Byrt
Stefanie Heichelheim
Julia Black

bass violin 
Christopher Suckling
Anna Holmes
Gavin Kibble

recorder 
Rebecca Miles
Ian Wilson

oboe 
Christopher Palameta
Hannah McLaughlin

tenor oboe 
Joel Raymond

bassoon 
Zoe Shevlin

trumpet 
Jean-François Madeuf
Graham Nicholson

harpsichord 
Jan Waterfield 

theorbo & guitar
Paula Chateauneuf
Fred Jacobs
Eligio Quinteiro 

‘your hay it is mow,d, with the ale tossers chorale
Malcolm Greenhalgh    John McMunn    Nicholas Morrison    Graham Nicholson    Peter Reynolds
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acknowledgements Recording Purcell’s King Arthur has been very much a collective enterprise, 
rather than a conductor-dominated performance project. It embraces the 
scholarship of many Gabrieli musicians, exhibiting a breadth of talent that 
expands far beyond technical ability and performance: Catherine Martin and 
Oliver Webber’s research of 17th-century bowholds and continuing exploration 
of historical string-making techniques; Paula Chateauneuf and Jan Waterfield’s 
exhaustive reassessment of the world of bass-figuring; and Jean-François Madeuf 
and Graham Nicholson’s pilgrimage to Warwick to build two English trumpets 
specifically for the project. Likewise, I find it impossible to perform Purcell 
without recalling a wonderful 20-year collaboration with Timothy Roberts, 
former principal keyboard player at Gabrieli, whose extraordinary musicianship 
in this repertoire still casts a telling shadow over our performances. I am always 
humbled by my colleagues’ enthusiasm and by their inspiring dedication. 
 I am grateful to Andrew Pinnock for sharing his extensive knowledge on the 
theatrical background to King Arthur. Above all, it has been a particular pleasure 
to prepare our new performing edition with Christopher Suckling, both a fine 
musicologist and a long-standing performer in the ensemble. Our continually 
evolving discussions balanced rigorous scholarship and critical analysis with a 
freedom for artistic creativity in a way that is fundamentally at the heart of 
Gabrieli’s music-making. 

 As with every Gabrieli recording, this release has only been possible with the 
investment of our loyal supporters. There is no core or grant funding available 
for what is – perhaps laughably – seen as the ‘commercial’ enterprise of 
recording: we are entirely reliant on the generosity of our patrons to make 
artistic dreams a reality, and to preserve Gabrieli’s interpretations on record.  
I am indebted, as ever, to all those who believe in my vision and Gabrieli’s zest 
for this repertoire, and would like to thank our principal donors Alan Gemes 
and John Cryan, as well as Steve Allen, Stephen Barter, Richard Brown, Jan 
Louis Burggraaf, Tony Henfrey, Graham Mather, Terry O’Neill, Edmund Truell 
and John Walton, for their long-standing support. Thanks are also due to all 
those who supported us through The Big Give Christmas Challenge 2018.
 Finally, I am grateful to Mike Abrahams and Yvonne Eddy for their tireless 
patience and creativity in producing Winged Lion’s booklets, to Nicholas Parker 
and Neil Hutchinson, as inspiring and supportive a recording team as one might 
ever wish for, and to my colleagues at Gabrieli, David Clegg, John McMunn, 
Peter Reynolds and Susie York Skinner for their work in all our endeavours. 

Paul McCreesh
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Incarnation
“...When you’re on a roll, you’re on a roll... bold and imaginative programming...
genuinely challenging and different...” BBC Music Magazine 

Britten War Requiem 1962
“...the profundity and coherence of McCreesh’s reading sets a new  
standard for this work...” BBC Music Magazine

Mendelssohn Elijah 1846
“...a spectacularly successful reinvention of the British choral tradition...”
The Observer 

Andrea & Giovanni Gabrieli A New Venetian Coronation 1595
“...McCreesh’s new take on his classic recording is a triumph and even more 
vivid than the first...”  International Record Review

A Song of Farewell
“...Gorgeously melancholic... beautifully sung...” The Times

Berlioz Grande Messe des Morts 1837
“The impact is overwhelming... 
McCreesh has achieved something quite out of the ordinary ...”  Gramophone

Paul McCreesh & Winged Lion’s 
award-winning recordings
An English Coronation 0–
“An astounding recording... Sound the trumpets for this stunning 
album from Paul McCreesh.”  The Times 

A Rose Magnificat
“...an exquisitely crafted recital... McCreesh’s ear for a contemporary 
classic is unerring.”  Gramophone 

Silence & Music
“...a clever mixture of moods – a disc that takes the part song into the  
21st century not only in repertoire but also in style.”  Gramophone 

Haydn The Seasons 1801 
“... McCreesh’s fresh new translation animates the top-class solo singing,  
while the massed choruses blow the roof off. Glorious.” The Observer

Handel L’Allegro, il Penseroso ed il Moderato 1740
“...Paul McCreesh’s superb Gabrieli Consort & Players present this... 
with flair, a pristine sense of style and infectious energy ...” The Times

grammy 
nominated 2016

bbc music 
magazine award

2014

diapason d,or
de l,annÉe 2013

gramophone
award 2013

bbc music 
magazine award 

2012

bbc music 
magazine award

2019
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Henry Purcell and John Dryden’s King Arthur, the great patriotic opera of the 
late 17th century, is recorded here in a lively new performing edition, after more 
than two decades in Gabrieli’s touring repertoire.

“McCreesh is one of today’s �nest Purcell interpreters, and musically this was rather 
special, played with an admirable mixture of sensuousness and majesty, and sung 
with consistent �nesse and elan...”  �e Guardian

“Purcell doesn’t come much better than this...”  �e Times
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